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Constraining unusual dark matter distributions in 
Earth by looking at ten-year IceCube events 



  



  

Motivation
Why look at Very Heavy Dark Matter in Earth? How does 
VHDM distribute in Earth? What decay channels are 
important for IceCube?01



  

Properties of DM
● SHDM: Particle DM with m ~ 107–1010 GeV
● Super heavy mass: background-free 

detection at IceCube
● Require effective collection of DM in 

Earth

ANITA inspirations
Taus from SHDM decay inside earth have 
been suggested as an explanation of ANITA I 
+ III anomalous events seen ~ 30° below the 
horizon at ~ 108 GeV. We started to look for 
complementary signatures in IceCube...

But generalise
… but many of the suggested models for 
ANITA fail for different reasons anyway. We 
realised that IC would nonetheless be able 
to see/constrain SHDM decay signals 
coming from Earth under more general 
conditions.

Focus on τ and μ
The requirement that SHDM decay products 
 travel long distances in Earth to reach, e.g. 
IceCube, limits decay channels to τ/μ or ν 
compatriots. Our study focuses on 
composite DM χ  ν→ τ ν̅τ.



  

DM in the Earth
What factors influence DM capture? Cross-sections 
required to prevent DM from sinking to core? How to 
parameterise DM distribution?02



  

DM in Earth

Evaporation

Low evaporation rates for SHDM, 
see Garani and Palomares-Ruiz, 

2021

Decay/Annihilation

Assume DM does not annihilate, 
but only decays with long life-

times: τ ~ 1028 s.

Constraints mainly from heat 
flow in Earth

Capture
DM capture by Earth happens as 

the Earth travels through DM 
distributed in the galaxy.

If DM is weakly interacting, DM 
capture is inefficient (vesc < vχ).

Collection



  

DM in Earth

Parameterisation

We consider DM distributed
uniformly in the Earth

Define  

Strong interactions
Efficient DM collection ensured 

by assuming strong interactions: 
 ~ 10-21 cm2

Prevents DM immediately 
sinking into core, thus allowing 
more interesting distributions

Distribution

Composite DM



  

DM in Earth

Number of detectable tausDecay channels

Decay and detection

DM number 
density

DM decay probability
Over detector life-time T0

Probability of detection

Focusing on χ  ν→ τ ν̅τ

Up-going tau-tracks or tau-decay 
or ντ double-bangs inside 

detector

Simulate energy loss during 
propagation, tau regeneration, 

via MC



  

DM in Earth

Number of detectable tausDecay channels
Focusing on χ  ν→ τ ν̅τ

Up-going tau-tracks or tau-decay 
or ντ double-bangs inside 

detector

Simulate energy loss during 
propagation, tau regeneration, 

via MC

Decay and detection

 ∝ ρχ

τ decays in IC +
τ tracks + ν events



  

DM in Earth

“Constrainables”

Using IC as a test detector, we will
be able to constrain the product

Fractional
DM density

Branching
 fraction Life-time



  

Results
Number of events at IC for 10-yr runtime? Event-
distribution by arrival angle? Limits on composite 
parameter.03



  

Results

Events at IC10

Total events as a 
function of DM mass 
assuming IC runtime 

of 10 yrs



  

Results

Events at IC10

Event distribution as 
a function of arrival 
angle at detector



  

Results

Parameter Constraints

● Dotted curves: constant 
DM distribution

● Solid/Dashed curves: DM 
follows PREM profile



  

We have investigated the potential of IceCube 
towards constraining non-trivial distributions 

of long-lived SHDM in Earth

Parameterising DM distribution as proportional to 
matter distribution in Earth, we draw constraints 

on the composite variable:                         

For a nominal value of                         we obtain a 
limit:                                                   

for mχ = 107 GeV, comparable to IC limits from GC

If IceCube detects SHDM signature from GC and 
infers the lifetime, our results will lead to 

constraints for the DM distribution in Earth

Wrapping up
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